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Questions are often asked about the relationships be-
tween art and design, about what design owes to art. In 
our 11th issue of Punkt we focus on precisely the op-
posite: what does art owe to design? We are fascinated 
by design. The specification of shape. The lending of 
expression. And against the utility of design, the form, 
which does not have an application or whose applica-
tion is far from ordinary, universal usability. The con-
cretization that is born in the mind and does not find 
an appropriate material form. The form that takes on 
grotesque shapes. Antidesign. We show the sources 
of work and the path that makes them into artworks. 
We also present projects whose meaning is a symbiosis 
with the environment in which they arose, a symbio-
sis based on pleasure rather than necessity. We look for 
images and things whose use and purpose escapes the 
logic of consumption. We present artists who look in 
things for emotions, histories and experiences, which 
makes them more than just visual objects. We analyze 

introduction the material and seek out the thinking that precedes 
it. We look at copies, which, as in Małgorzata Golisze-
wska’s cycle, create new reference points. We present 
the haptic creations of Angelika Markul, the concep-
tual and playful collations of Maciej Chorąży, the bod-
ies designed by the social context, captured by David 
Misiorny. In the 11th issue of Punkt, a special section 
is devoted to audio projects: Dariusz Brzostek writes 
about ways of receiving that are not merely acoustic in 
the text „Designing for the ears. Between art and op-
pression.” Ludomir Franczak’s visual essay deals with 
audio hubs, and Anna Nacher examines the urban 
audiosphere („Sonic design of everyday life”). In the 
photographs of Magdalena Żołędź, manifest in their 
intensity of color, we likewise uncover urban themes. 
Monika Rosińska, for her part interrogates the points 
of contact between art and design, recalling Marije 
Vogelzang’s projects or those of Natalie Jeremijenko. 
Philip Topolovac presents in his „Containment Units” – 
found objects, burdened with history and „redesigned” 

– through a new context, place and manner of presen-
tation, whose defining feature is likewise the linking of 
past with present. Krzysztof Gutfrański explains the 
meaning of zetetics, a visionary method of systematiz-
ing knowledge, reminiscent of contemporary research 
methods. Meanwhile, Magdalena Franczak tells Karo-
lina Sikorska about her work process, emotions and in-
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tuitions accompanying the creative process and about 
a design practice that is sensitive to the metamorpho-
sis of life. The developers of the chmara.rosinke studio 

– Michał Chmara and Anna Rosinke, in an interview 
with Magda Popławska, reveal the presuppositions of a 
design practice that is sensitized to different communi-
ties, non-invasive, and responsive to the  environment. 
Finally, we present Tomoko Hayashi’s anthropologi-
cal-artistic project, which collects human stories and 
the accompanying tears, to convert them into artistic 
jewelry.

Translated by Thomas Starky
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Containment units 
Philip Topolovac

Berlin
The war. 
Imagine!
Katyushas, Military aircrafts taking nose dives from 
the sky and Wagner, Wagner, Wagner.
The city, a site of crime, chaos, downfall in smoke, fla-
mes and dust.
State of emergency. 
Pattern bombings and Southern Friedrichstadt – destroyed.
Between Moritzplatz and Spittelmarkt everything  
destroyed.
The Bavarian quarter in Schöneberg destroyed. 
The front buildings and rear buildings and lateral buil-
dings collapsed, cracked, holed, bullet holes and spall 
fractures, empty windows, the effects of detonation. 
Especially the corner-houses with their typical turrets 
are the strategic focus of attention – to make orienta-
tion difficult. So what? Anyway no one there to dowse. 
The stucco decoration, the lead crystal windows, the 
Chlorodont luminous advertising, the palms in the 
Romanesque café, the tiers in the Great Theatre, the 
ostentatious interiors of the shopping-temples, the 
facades’ eclecticistic pomp, the red-brick-churches 
with their kitschy Nazarene ornaments:
All of this only recently, sedulously constructed hi-
story shattered, trampled down, melted. Get rid of it.  
School has been canceled and the store remains clo-
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Eastside in fascistoid-postmodern travertine lining – 
almost New York, almost – but very classy. 
The only thing missing is the palace, then it’s as tho-
ugh nothing has ever happened. 
What remains is reenactment in melancholic movies 
with original props and Katja Riehmann, histotain-
ment with Guido Knopp, the full program on N24. 
How could they do that, we, our granddad. It is a pity. 
And somewhere between bitter woe and deep regrets 
redeeming ignorance wells up. No numbness but 
emptiness. 
Floral-whitewashed. Reconstructed according to 
preservation guidelines, pastel-colored, acryl-pla-
stered facades and insulated glass, central heating, ti-
led with a bathtub and parquet flooring in the heart of 
the city – the best downtown location. Life has always 
continued. 

Translated from German by Caroline Lafitte 

The text was originally published for the show „Diverse Zimmer” at Invaliden  
1 Gallery in Berlin in 2011.

sed. But you can go for a walk. Dead bodies, mounta-
ins of rubble, burning houses, gun shots, explosions, 
collective suicide, drumhead court-martials, and in 
the middle of it all Bruno Ganz with his shaky lit-
tle hands and doe-eyed girls with woolen stockings,  
a Lady with fur and gas mask, a deserter hanging from 
a lantern, a shot passerby with a hat. 
A collapsed horse is cut up by the starving and he-
avy combats are fought at the Prenzlauer Allee, the 
Frankfurter Tor, at Friedrichstraße train station and 
Zoologischer Garten – despite or because of Knaut-
schke.
Our boys brave, strenuous and tough, the Nazis, the 
Russians are coming. Catharsis in the first-class din-
ing room. Panic in the air-raid shelter. The party is 
over. Where now a city stands will be a grassy mound.
The Schendelpark with its beach volleyball court for 
instance or playing football at the Anhalter Bahnhof. 
Living in the green city center, finally there is air, light 
and sun. 
We used to have barbecues on that wasteland – now 
these pigs are building luxury-lofts there. This is our 
party-zone!  
Palais Kolle Belle – Living by the historicist-style wa-
ter tower where back in the days, a bomber crashed,  
a direct hit by the northern air raid defenses and 
BOOM the whole city block gone. And the new Upper 
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For several years Philip Topolovac has been collect-
ing artefacts from the Second World War on building 
sites in Berlin. The collection contains household items, 
glass objects and munitions unearthed from the ruins. 
Topolovac attends to these objects in installations and 
photographs. The installations create virtual contexts in 
which he examines the significance of the items as his-
torical artefacts and raises the issue of our relationship 
to the past. Topolovac is not only concerned with the 
question of the ideal value of these relics, which were 
actually intended to be disposed of, but also with the 
construction of our present from a now abstract past.

His seemingly constructivist sculptures based on geo-
metric forms are a contrasting background to the de-
formed objects. These containment units are a mix-
ture of reliquary and bunker – they enclose the ob-
jects in a protective casing with only a small viewing 
hole. Withdrawn from direct access, the articles are 
both idealized and isolated. The containment units are 
therefore an interface between a now unimaginable 
past and the surprising presence of its remnants in an 
alienated present.
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Research
Angelika Markul
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Angelika Markul, La Chasse, 
installation, Arsenał Gallery, Białystok,2012
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Angelika Markul, La Chasse, 
installation, Arsenał Gallery, Białystok,2012
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Angelika Markul, La Chasse, 
installation, Arsenał Gallery, Białystok,2012
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Angelika Markul, La Chasse, 
installation, Arsenał Gallery, Białystok,2012
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Angelika Markul, La Chasse, 
installation, Arsenał Gallery, Białystok,2012
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Angelika Markul, Don’t forget, 
video installation, Foksal Gallery, Warszawa, 2012
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Angelika Markul, Don’t forget, 
video installation, Foksal Gallery, Warszawa, 2012
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Angelika Markul, Don’t forget, 
video installation, Foksal Gallery, Warszawa, 2012
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Angelika Markul, New Moon, 
installation, CSW „Znaki Czasu”, Toruń, 2012
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Angelika Markul, Monumentale, 
installation, Orangerie du Domaine de Chamarande,

 Essonne, 2013
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Angelika Markul, Monte Negro, 
Espace Culturel Louis Vuitton, installation, Paris, 2011
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Angelika Markul,  Middle of night, 
installation, Galeria Labirynt, Lublin, 2012
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Zetetics
Krzysztof Gutfrański

Joseph T. Tykociner, Outline of Zetetics. A Study of Research 
and Artistic Activity, Urbana, IL, 1966 (cover).

g

translated by Thomas Starky
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Everything we need to know about the popular but 
often incorrectly used term “research,” can be found in 
the complex history of the term “zetetics”1 – a still little 
known problem from the field of epistemology, which 
found an interesting fulfillment in the twentieth century.

The term “zetein” comes from the Greek tradition 
and designates a process of searching that is subject to 
constant change. The scope of zetetics seems therefore 
difficult to measure; it denotes at the same time the 
quantitative and qualitative character of any informa-
tion, zetetics is “research” in its broadest form.

(What is known to us today as “research” appears 
for the first time in modern sixteenth century French 
as “recherche”, meaning “search” in the narrow sense, 
focusing on a specific aim and strength of evidence. 
Elaborated gradually through the expansion of scien-
tific thought, “recherche” eventually becomes synon-
ymous with a complex system of inquiry, integrating 
various methodologies, serving the resolution of exist-
ing problems, the creation of new ones, as well as the 
empirical testing of introduced solutions. Over time, 
armed with proper methodologies, research became a 
vehicle for the curiosity of the world’s builders, some-
times leading to success, sometimes however opening 
the mythical Pandora’s Box.)

The exact name comes from the Greek “zētētikos” 
meaning “inquire”, “seek for”, appearing for the first 
time in this sense in the circle of Pyrrho of Elis (ca. 365-
ca. 275 BC), the most radical among the skeptics. His 
views are known mainly from the Roman commentar-
ies of Sextus Empiricus. They were characterized by the 
coming to terms with the impossibility of knowing the 
nature of things and the recognition of constant seek-
ing with the aim of aspiring to the truth, rather than 
as a means of encompassing it (hence this attitude was 
interchangeably designated as zetetic). The reference 
point was the pursuit of the moral and ethical ideal, 
revealing itself in the experience of peace of mind in 
relation to presuppositions, and the moderate experi-
ence of reality, which was described as “Ataraxia”. The 
road to this state passed through the renunciation of all 
judgments (epokhē) – by temporarily bracketing our 
certainties concerning our convictions and assump-
tions. Key here was the momentary virulence of ask-
ing more and more questions, preventing any one view 
from taking root for too long.2

Zetetics – known so far to a small crowd interested 
in ancient philosophy, but also the mathematics of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (including Fran-
çois Viète) – it would seem, disappeared under the 
pressure of Hegel’s logical machinery, rationalization, 
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optimization of language and the growing conform-
ity of attitudes towards life. Therefore, not everyone 
knows that the sources of twentieth-century skepti-
cism can be found in the provincial city of Włocławek, 
known today primarily for the spectacular murder of 
Father Popiełuszko, several reconstructions of medi-
eval monuments and some picturesque ruins of social-
ism. There, in the late nineteenth century, into a Jewish 
family of grain merchants was born Józef Tykociński 
(1877-1969), an ingenious engineer and inventor, a 
coworker to Guglielmo Marconi, who also maintained 
close relations with Vladimir Zworykin, Nikola Tesla, 
and in later years, Buckminster Fuller.

At age 18, he moved to New York where, initially for 
commercial purposes, he developed an interest in the 
technology of radio communication, quickly becoming 
an expert in the field and a pioneer of the radio technology 
of short waves. In 1897 he returned to Europe to study in 
Germany, then worked for the Marconi firm in London 
and for the Polish government on radio technical solutions 
in the railway system, and then, in 1921, he accepted a po-
sition at the University of Illinois, returning to the United 
States, where he remained for the rest of his life.

Among many of his ideas, such as his pioneering 
experiments with sound film (which he did not patent 
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in time), photo-sensors, the technology used in mod-
ern radars, his interests in the early forties turned to the 
issues related to the philosophy of science and theory of 
knowledge, the complex battery of which – following 
the suggestion of renowned exile linguist, Alexander 
Turyn – he named zetetics.

Zetetics in Tykociński’s version was an academic 
project, which aimed at the deep interdisciplinary re-
form of education and introduction on a large-scale of 
an emphasis on creativity and the promotion of artistic 
activities in the face of rapidly developing science and 
technology3 – a kind of information design. This pro-
ject was an attempt to avoid the traps of narrow special-
ization, the flattening of creativity by the growing ser-
vice sector and use of machinery; in the field of theory, 
zetetics independently encompassed similar issues, to 
those dealt with by “critical rationalists” or skeptics of 
scientific knowledge, Karl Popper, Thomas Kuhn, Imre 
Lakatos, or Paul Fayerabend.

In 1959 Tykociński published the first summary of 
almost thirty years of research on this theory, in: Re-
search as a Science: Zetetics. He ordered and refined his 
work in the subsequent Outline of Zetetics: A Study of 
Research and Artistic Activity (1964) and Zetetics and Its 
Relation to Education and Research (1969).

The presuppositions of zetetics are the principles 
of interdependence, transformation and controllability 
of the future. The first refers to combinatorics, complex 
systems and chaos theory, the second comes from the 
Heraclitean concept of time and matter, while the third 
focuses on planning for the future through the zetetic 
mastery of the full field of knowledge. These assump-
tions include broad epistemological discussion and 
analysis, bearing a large number of complex diagrams 
and tables, whose system of operation and creation of 
new opportunities was based on that of Mendeleev’s 
periodic table. The essence of this initially complex sys-
tem is the maximum use of the potential of already ac-
cumulated knowledge and the development of the re-
search process as a kind of science. Tykociński was not 
interested in the truth here as a set of proven assertions, 
but as a research activity leading to a more balanced 
planning for the future.

In view of the new challenges and threats in the form 
of systems of work organization, managing of “human 
resources” and the increasing role of technology, ac-
cording to Tykociński, a science of conducting research 
and theory of effective, but also creative gathering and 
organizing of knowledge were required (through prob-
lem solving, methodology, the use of environmental 
conditions and incentives, research and development). 
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The emphasis was on the relationship between existing 
knowledge and the methods of its organization, as well 
as the use of creativity and artistic activities as catalysts 
generating new experiments and discoveries.

In this way, zetetics as a field of systemic knowl-
edge could define the scope, direction and priorities for 
specific research. It was one of the first, visionary at-
tempts of this kind that, combining theory with prac-
tice, came close to “the dream of a final theory”, or the 
empirical dream of the unity of all the sciences, with 
a view to the heart of the problems of late-capitalist 
reality. In the technical context, Tykociński’s propos-
als were ahead of their time, materializing today in the 
search for and optimization of the best Internet search 
engines, and earlier, in Soviet research institutes, com-
bining scientific activity with artistic.

Endnotes

1.  A basic explanation and etymology of the two terms can be 
found in the Littré dictionary. I used version 2.0 available from: 
http://code.google.com/p/dictionnaire-le-littre, date accessed: 
05.26.2013, see also: http://dictionary.reference.com, password: 
“research” and “zetetic”, date accessed: 26.05.2013.

2. Sextus Empiricus Outlines of Pyrrhonism, G.P. Goold, 
ed., Harvard University Press, Cambridge 1933; The Cambridge 
Companion to Ancient Skepticism, Richard Bett ed., Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge 2010 (chapters: 2, 6, 10, 11).

3. On the occasion of seeking out biographical materials about 
Tykociński, I made use of: JT Tykociner, Papers 1900-1969, Uni-
versity of Illinois Archives, thereof, Outline of Zetetics. A Study of 
Research and Artistic Activity, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL, 
1966 as well as the articles by T. Kotarbiński, Profesora Józefa Tyko-
cinera koncepcja zetetyki, czyli nauki o badaniach naukowych, [in]:  
Dzieła wszystkie. Historia filozofii,  Ossolineum, Wrocław 1995, 
pgs. 282-284; S. Łotysz, Józef Tykociński-Tykociner i jego droga 
naukowa, „Kwartalnik Historii Nauki i Techniki” R. 56: 2011, nr. 
1, pgs. 143-171, to whom I express my thanks for making the text 
available.
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Dynamics of knowledge
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The growth of knowledge
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Ring diagram of knowledge
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Sector diagram of regions and areas of knowledge
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Stages in the development of knowledge
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Zetetics and the zetetic system
 of know

ledge
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The interaction between personality and social forces
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Recurrent characteristics of research
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Nostalgia and the 
Real World 

 Magda Popławska Interviews 
Maciej Chmara and Anna Rosinke/

studio chmara.rosinke

Magda Popławska: Let’s start by talking about the med-
itative silence of the chapel you built in Chwaszczyno 
and the accompanying sounds inside. And also about the 
acoustics in Sonntag Stein, where you suggest listening 
to the rustle of trees, echoes, and a flowing stream. These 
impressions enliven projects you have sited in forests and 
mountains, far from the city.
 
Maciej Chmara: Sonntag Stein is a small village in the 
Alps in the Great Walser Valley. The valley’s roughly 
3.000 inhabitants live in nine villages. Sonntag is the 
largest, with about 900 residents. The ancestors of the 
people residing there today immigrated hundreds of 
years ago from Valais in Switzerland, where there was 
a shortage of farmland. They were granted permission 
from the Austrian state to settle in the valley in ex-
change for military service. After their arrival, they felt 
cheated – the area contained nothing but mountains 
and forests. They cut down some of the trees, brought in 
cows... and learned how to live on the area’s steep and 
high-lying slopes. They say that as a result, the inhab-
itants of this small Austrian region are very stubborn 
and hard-working. They traditionally spend all sum-
mer with their cows high in the mountains, and bring 
them down to their villages in the winter. The mentality 
of these people is very important to our project. In the 
summer months, they are farmers; in the winter, car-translated by Thomas Anessi
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penters and ski instructors... They are rather sceptical 
of new things and of anything that comes from the out-
side world. But they also need tourists to keep the gon-
dola that brings people up the mountain in operation. 
In the summer, they use it to transport their milk, and 
in the winter, it’s the only way to reach the village. This 
is “soft tourism”. It’s just to keep the gondola running. 
 To make the region more attractive, they decided 
to hold a competition to design a “sound path”. They no 
doubt had in mind places in the Valley with an amazing 
echo, which are often used by musicians. However, we 
decided to focus on various aspects of the silence in the 
region. Silence is a very complex concept. From one 
point of view (hearing), it can be disquieting and cause 
you to lose your orientation. When we talk about si-
lence, we often envision a hammock, the gentle sound 
of the wind or rustling leaves, the murmur of a stream, 
etc. This isn’t silence, these are sounds that soothe us. 
We observed that in Stein Sonntag, the sounds you hear 
keep changing as you walk through its forests and fields. 
In order to depart from the typical behaviour of tourists 
who hike up the mountain, take two photographs of an 
alpine cottage and move on, we wanted to show images 
of sounds, to reveal their origins, which are really quite 
diverse. Raising our awareness allows us to perceive the 
often praised “richness of nature.” Our spatial orien-
tation is largely driven by acoustics, and not by what 

we see. We merely forget this. We forget how to con-
sciously guide our orientation, how to stimulate it. In 
Sonntag Stein, on of the things we built was an instal-
lation consisting of furniture with hearing trumpets; 
this should be seen both as a logo, a title for the project 
(Klangraum, or Sound Space) and as a symbol. The idea 
here is to sit down and listen carefully at each selected 
location.

Anna Rosinke: We placed items along a hiking trail and 
in places that were slightly hidden. There were a total of 
11 of these items, including wooden chairs, armchairs, 
couches, and rocking chairs. Depending on the orien-
tation of the steel hearing trumpets, you could  listen 
to the silence in different ways and discover differences 
in the sounds of the forest, the valleys... The second 
part of the project is Klangfall, a pavilion overlooking 
a stream that accumulates and shapes the soft sound of 
the water flowing. Visual effects that change with the 
weather create an almost sacred atmosphere. In future 
years, there are plans to carry out several more such 
projects, though the work in Sonntag Stein is moving 
ahead very slowly…
 Another of our projects, one that is meditative 
in nature, is a small chapel in Chwaszczyno. In this 
large Kashubian village near Gdańsk, inhabited mostly 
by practicing Catholics, there is one church, open only 
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during Mass. There is no place for personal reflection 
or individual prayer. Building shrines along a strip of 
meadow and idle fields, which the locals call “londy”, 
seemed like a fantastic idea to us. We placed them on 
the outskirts of the village, a short distance from resi-
dential housing. We designed a very simple chapel es-
pecially for this place made of larch wood and based 
on Kashubian craft traditions. Overlapping hay bales 
formed open spaces through which the sun and wind 
came through in different ways, depending on the 
weather and time of day. An interior space for prayer 
was formed by the sounds and smells of nature – of wild 
flowers, trees and the wood used in the chapel’s con-
struction. Although it was never realized, this project 
was a modest attempt on our part to deal with a very 
difficult issue – creating a sacred space, or perhaps,  
a space for contemplation.

MP: I see Grandmothers clock as an even more “private” 
form of contemplation. I mean here contemplation 
of the passage of time, which actually doesn’t actu-
ally pass, but instead, returns, in the form of memo-
ries. It seems that you are being nostalgic in this project, 
though not “old school” – the clock, after all, is the re-
sult of 3D printing.

MC: Grandmother’s clock, like sack und pack, deal with 

childhood memories, with stereotypes and archetypes. 
We’re definitely being a little nostalgic, as well, at least 
I think so, but there is nothing wrong with this, un-
less you design some kind of retro forms resembling 
classic automotive designs. I think that more and more 
designers and consumers seek nostalgia because it has 
simplicity, a logic. You see the object and you know 
exactly what it is. This has nothing to do with typical 
product design, where the insides of a razor remain un-
changed for 10 years, but every year they come up with 
a new space-age outer body. You can see here part of 
our dilemma: on the one hand, we design and some-
times want to sell an object; on the other hand, we be-
lieve that there are too many products. Maybe this is 
why our projects try to be something more than a prod-
uct. In terms of production, I think that in our case, it 
doesn’t play a major formal role. We use a 3D printer to 
make simple connectors that,   in spite of their simplic-
ity, would be difficult and expensive to produce using  
a different technology (besides, ours are biodegradable). 
The form of these connectors does not try to lead us to 
the conclusion that they were made with a 3D printer, 
and they don’t demonstrate the possibilities of this tool 

– generating ornamental or wild shapes algorithmically 
– because there was simply no reason to do so. As I write 
this, I’m sitting by a 3D printer, and notice that there’s 
something contemplative about it, like a clock, because 
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it prints object slowly, layer by layer. It’s a fascinating 
process, much like the rotation of the hands of a clock.

AR: Working with the mechanisms of memory, and 
even with the concept of nostalgia, we also strive to 
create an emotional attachment and relationship with 
these objects. We want our projects to arouse feelings 
that come from personal associations or from general, 
archetypal images. In this commitment to specific ob-
jects (that we associate with something hand-made, 
received as a gift), we see a path away from replacing 
things with new ones, with throwing things away, with 
consuming more objects. Overall, everyone should be 
satisfied with just one beloved chair.

MP: I can’t forget to mention Victor Papanek.  Last year, 
they published the first Polish translation of one of his 
books written in the 1970s and updated in 1984. Design for 
the Real World is exceptional due to its relevance today, its 
radical vision, which provides a more or less detailed al-
ternative to design as a system of habits, generating over-
production and manipulation. The ideas of Papanek and 
others provide points of reference for your project 2,5³.
AR: It’s great that a translation of the book finally ap-
peared in Polish. This is an important work for educat-
ing designers, not only because of its relevance in call-
ing for fundamental,  pro-environmental change, but 

in the particular, the thoughts contained in the book 
about ethics and accountability in the profession of 
design. Our critical and analytical thinking concern-
ing Papanek’s ideas, social problems, and nomadic 
phenomena led to realize 2,5³. The project comprised 
a minimal, nomadic, functional space for one person, 
2.5m x 2.5 m x 2.5 m in size, referred to living cubes 
designed by Victor Papanek and James Hennessey (and 
published in the book Nomadic Furniture) in the 1970s. 
They designs for cubes in the drawings were intended to 
fulfil a single function (for children to play in, listening 
to music, relaxing or working). Besides certain distinc-
tive aesthetic aspects, the main difference in our rein-
terpretation was our taking into account recent changes 
in society, which no longer considers the number and 
cost of objects as symbols of status (the cult of less). At 
a time when a lot of work can be done portably, on-
line and using a laptop, we no longer need fax machines, 
copiers, and many other devices. So let’s think about 
how much living space we really need.

MC: Papanek’s book is a must-read work. In a deep-
er sense, it is more timely than ever, showing many 
of the paradoxes in the industry. It fascinates me that 
he expects more from designers. Despite the fact that 
back then, the professional designers were working 
in a more niche occupation than today, and products 
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were designed primarily by engineers. In spite of this, 
Papanek speaks directly to designers, asking them 
not to simply offer services. He says that this profes-
sion entails much more responsibility than merely 
drawing whatever someone commissions. In addition 
to his ecological concepts – which are no longer valid 
because the situation is more serious than in his day 
(though most designers are still not responding...) – he 
demands ethical design. “We” need to be revolted by 
products that don’t serve the public, but merely the 
wallets of a handful of people. He was already talking 
about planned obsolescence in the automotive industry, 
etc. He demanded that every designer donate some of 
his time to social projects. He wanted creativity to help 
those who need it most, and not just those who have 
money. We don’t have to agree with all the arguments 
in this book. I for one am critical of the aesthetic views, 
but I personally wish that every student (and perhaps 
professor) in Poland would reflect on what Papanek 
writes in this book, and realize this in their practice. 
I recently had the pleasure to meet Hennessey and to 
talk with him for a while. I rediscovered my love for 
this subject and enthusiasm that you feel while reading 
Design for the Real World. For me, this book contains a 
kind of revolutionary spirit.

MP: Your were talking about the lack of funds or their 

excess, about consciously limiting your expenditures. 
Are your products, which are intended for everyday use, 
expensive? The designs for some can be downloaded for 
free from the Internet, put the materials together your-
self, but sack und pack – as a trophy from a trip, would 
involve higher costs. Do you have your own “economic 
strategies”?

MC: Fortunately, we don’t have our own economic strat-
egies because this would result in out being employed in 
a bigger firm, and we would probably stop working on 
our projects. In general, we believe that because of sub-
sidies, various forms of financing, low-cost energy, the 
production of goods in other, less developed countries, 
and the use of illegally obtained raw materials – even 
in the furniture industry – have led to our perception 
of value and prices themselves to become totally imagi-
nary and unreal. I personally value things that are a little 
more expensive, and, as a result, of good quality, and I 
am very satisfied when I work on a project knowing that 
after I buy it, the item will be with me for a long time. 
In general, Europeans need to eventually consume less, 
not to speak of the environmental problems associated 
with consumption. People don’t know how to spend 
their free time without spending money. So many city 
centres are built solely around creating opportunities for 
consumption, rather than for people to spend time crea-
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tively or rest... The mental well-being of humanity can 
not be tied to consumption. We need to consume much 
less and do so more consciously, to have a stronger at-
tachment to the objects of our consumption, and to have 
more respect for them. I don’t consider free designs on 
the web to be dangerous. I think that most people who 
can not afford an original from a gallery or shop will 
simply build the object themselves, while those who are 
more affluent would rather buy a finished product or a 
kit to put together. Not everyone wants to build every-
thing themselves. I also don’t think that this will lead to 
some terrible increase in people stealing ideas. The idea 
of   open source is based on the same concept as patents 
originally were, a desire to protect authorship and pro-
mote access to intellectual progress, so that other peo-
ple could understand it, be inspired by it, and develop 
their own ideas. In the case of patents, a beautiful idea 
has been reduced to absurdity. But it is also true that in 
spite of various efforts at change, there is still not simple 
system of financing in the field of design.

MP: In the projects mobile hospitality and functional 
green, you enter the urban landscape. Yet, your realiza-
tions are not just about spending leisure time creatively 
without consumption; rather, I think, about efforts to 
understand, and even offer some kind of care to those 
who we can call collectively “dissenters”. You may not 

be able to do-it-yourself (how can we encourage peo-
ple to attend the ongoing exhibition at the MAK mu-
seum in Vienna), and do it together?

MC: The objects in the exhibition in Vienna were also 
created with the help of various people who were inter-
ested in an attempt to build furniture. In projects like 
mobile hospitality and functional green, the main theme 
is about urban space and the interactions between peo-
ple and objects. Art in public space has clearly changed 
in recent years and is now much more interactive. Art-
ists and curators have come to understand that exhibit-
ing something that is only pretty, some decorative ele-
ment, often doesn’t have enough power to really serve 
the city. Contemporary art and design often use very 
complex and important concepts, and it’s important 
to bring them to people who don’t have anything to do 
with the subject. The point is for we as artists to get rid 
of the arrogance of leaving art solely in the hands of a 
specific audience. Whether we call it “do it together” 
or interaction between the art consumer and objects –  
this doesn’t matter. This interaction has become a very 
important part of contemporary art and design.
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Klangraum stein
cooperation: Michal Pecko 

steel, wood, Sonntag Stein 2011
(photo: chmara.rosinke)
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Klangraum stein
cooperation: Michal Pecko 

steel, wood, Sonntag Stein 2011
(photo: chmara.rosinke)
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Mobile hospitality,  massive pine wood, 
76 × 120 × 110 cm, 2011/2012 (photo: chmara.rosinke)
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Kabelbinder
birch plywood, massive pine wood, 470 × 800 mm, 2010

(photo: chmara.rosinke)
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sack und pack
oak, steel, leather, linen, 2012

(photo: chmara.rosinke)
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sack und pack
oak, steel, leather, linen, 2012

(photo: chmara.rosinke)
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Grandmother’s clock 
pine and beech wood, PLA (3d printed), 2013 

(photo: chmara.rosinke)
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Field chapel (project), massive larch wood, 2009
(photo: chmara.rosinke)
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Glass in Honey
Maciej Chorąży
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Maciej Chorąży, Consequence, 
object, 2012
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Maciej Chorąży, Bad mother,  
installation, 2012
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Maciej Chorąży, no title, 
installation, 2012
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Maciej Chorąży, Chamaeleonidae, 
object, 2013
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Maciej Chorąży, Looking Mirror , 
object, 2012
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Maciej Chorąży, Bouquet
object, 2011
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Maciej Chorąży, no title, 
object, 2013
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Maciej Chorąży, no title, 
installation, 2012
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Maciej Chorąży, Stons, 
object, 2012
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Maciej Chorąży, Fast-forward, 
installation, 2012
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Maciej Chorąży, Lazy sculpture, 
installation, 2011
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Designing for the ears. 
Between art and 

oppression
Dariusz Brzostek

In the classic science fiction novel Demolished Man 
1by Alfred Bester, the main character at the beginning 
of his adventures visits a rather interesting shrine to 

“applied arts”: “Wednesday afternoon, Reich went over 
to Melody Lane in the heart of the theatrical district 
and called on Psych-Songs, Inc. It was run by a clever 
young woman who had written some brilliant jingles for 
his sales division and some devastating strike-breaking 
songs for Propaganda back when Monarch needed ev-
erything to smash last year’s labor fracas.”  Reich obvi-
ously has an aim – he wants to place an order for a cer-
tain, quite particular, song, whose character is revealed 
to the reader in this dialogue:

“So you want a no-gamble-type song?”
“Something like that. Catchy. Not too obvious. 
More a delayed action than a straight propaganda 
tune. I’d like the conditioning to be more or less 
unconscious.”
Duffy nodded and made quick notes.

“And make it a tune worth hearing. I’ll have to listen 
to God knows how many people singing and whis-
tling and humming it.”

“You louse. All my tunes are worth hearing.”
“Once.”
“That’s a thousand extra on your tab.”

1.  A. Bester, Człowiek do przeróbki, transl. A. Sawicki, War-
szawa 1994.

translated by Thomas Starky
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Reich laughed. “Speaking of monotony...” he con-
tinued smoothly.

“Which we weren’t.”
“What’s the most persistent tune you ever wrote?”
“Persistent?”
“You know what I mean. Like those advertising jin-
gles you can’t get
out of your head.”

“Oh. Pepsis, we call ‘em.”
“Why?”
“Dunno. They say because the first one was written 
centuries ago by a character named Pepsi. I don’t 
buy that. I wrote one once...” Duffy winced in rec-
ollection. “Hate to think of it even now. Guaran-
teed to obsess you for a month. It haunted me for a 
year.”

Fans of Bester’s novel know quite well that Reich’s 
plan is even more complex and perverse – because he 
wants to dismantle the existing legal order, he needs 
that hit song to mislead the government telepaths con-
stantly controlling the minds of citizens. A mind pre-
occupied by a persistent, intrusive melody becomes, 
both literally and figuratively, an innocent mind.

Theorists, such as Steve Goodman, Kodwo Esh-
un, or Frank Gunderson, place such “audio virus-
es” (earworms) in the context of Dawkins’ memetics, 

recognizing their ambivalent (both oppressive and 
anti-systemic) character. Acoustic parasites possess 
the ability to not only reproduce themselves – replay-
ing constantly in the minds of listeners, where they 
get “stuck” and so become seductive forms of pressure 
and persuasion, but they may also be equally effective 
components of counter-cultural resistance against the 
dominant symbolic order. As Goodman notes: “the 
dub methodology of track/cut/version incubates audio 
viruses, rhythmic guerrilla genetics, dub zombies, and 
bugged-out clones.” In this way “audio parasites” are 
born, designed to persistently harass the listener who is 
unconscious of the risks and consequences of “catchy 
melodies”, “hypnotic rhythms”, or simply the audio 
signal’s enslaving effects on hearing. These parasites 
cling to the body, dripping promises into the ear, along 
with suggestions, dreams, beguiling the mind – they 
overwhelm the will and stimulate desires. Purely af-
fective and irrational – they offer tantalizing sounds of 
unreason itself. In this context “design for the ears” is 
usually understood as various forms of earworms – ac-
companying advertising campaigns and / or political 
propaganda; as well as all the music strategies to mu-
sically tame the public space (predominantly of trade 
and services) by intentionally composed Muzak and its 
various postmodern avatars. This concept in its artistic 
iteration was successfully exploited by Brian Eno with 
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his idea of   ambient music – dedicating musical com-
positions to certain designated types of space – from 
airports, through train stations, to the elevator… 

It should be noted, however, that “designing for the 
ears” can also mean a conscious and deliberate construc-
tion of the listening situation itself: public or intimate, 
hi-fi or lo-fi, collective or solitary, engaging the whole 
body in dance or isolating the sense of hearing,  through  
the voluntary or coercive power of sound... This situa-
tion of course has its complex cultural motivation – and 
although it tends invariably to be completely aleatory, it 
nonetheless produces and determines privileged forms 
of listening. A good example of this are the remarks re-
corded by Alessandro Bosetti during the project African 
Feedback (2004), when he asked the people of Mali and 
Burkina Faso to listen to – though a headset – several 
recordings of contemporary avant-garde music: “For 
an African, listening in headphones is practically the 
most unnatural thing possible. Traditional music is al-
ways bound to dance, to a collective experience and to 
the place. Headphones contradict all of this.”  What is 
counter-cultural (and thus contradicting social expe-
rience) here is therefore not the experimental music of 
Marchetti, Partch or Yoshihide – but the no less experi-
mental situation of listening, preventing the communal 
and corporal experience of music, enclosing it rather in 
the purely subjective impressions of an isolated individ-

ual. Through headphones, the traditional music of the 
Dogon, which accompanies the daily lives of the in-
habitants of Mali, would be just as unnatural and exotic. 
The acoustic excesses of Alvin Lucier are not even half 
as eccentric as the necessity of putting on headphones 

– producing an intimate acoustic space unknown to the 
Dogon, in which music (and sound in general) becomes 
something merely private. A comparable lack of tact 
would probably be in a different social context, an at-
tempt to encourage a cultured European Philharmonic 
audience to dance during the execution of Bach cantatas 

– even if among them were found the Peasant Cantata 
(BWV 212).

This alienating aspect of listening through head-
phones, deconstructive of community experience, has 
also become a challenge for artistic practice. Perhaps 
the most notable, and most ingenious, venture in this 
field was Tony Conrad’s memorable “decomposition” – 
presented before the public in January 1964 under the 
title Decomposition of the Master(s). The essence of the 
project was precisely the mediation of (musical) lis-
tening through headphones, isolating the community 
of listeners-performers. A group of musicians listen 
(through headphones) to an original recording (of a 
musical composition), and are asked by the leader to 
reproduce on instruments the music heard in real time. 
The musicians thus hear the source but not each other. 
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From their uncontrolled interaction arises a decom-
posed version of the original work – recorded in turn, 
in just this form by another tape recorder. This experi-
ment was one of the many activities that the American 
Minimalists “from the Young circle” undertook at that 
time using a tape recorder and headphones, arranging 
new situations  of listening and performing music in a 
modified acoustic environment.

One can, of course, by no means without justifi-
cation, ask whether or not there is a “natural” way of 
listening, to which Bosetti seems to refer in his project, 
or rather perhaps every act of listening is always already 

“cultural”, and therefore, necessarily mediated by edu-
cation and as a consequence – constructed according to 
specific criteria. The adoption of this second perspective 
is of course rich in a variety of cognitive consequences. 
It may turn out that all known musicological typologies 
relate merely to specific situations of listening, in re-
spect to which are composed suitable types of music. In 
this way the opera might turn out to be “music for the 
theater,” dub – “music for the sound system,” the In-
dian raga neelambari – bringing on sleepiness and fully 
experienced during sleep – “music for the bedroom.” 
In this context, Brian Eno’s seemingly revolutionary 
patent on music for airports would be neither partic-
ularly original, nor overly eccentric. This is of course 
only one of the possibilities. For it is equally likely that 

certain forms of music produce and impose on listen-
ers concrete “listening situations” – as has been expe-
rienced by anyone at a rock concert (or in a club with 
rock music) who has tried to carry on a conversation, 
treating the noisy music as a kind of “sonic wallpaper” 
that has been designed for a dialogue situation.

Even this aspect of listening has served as the in-
spiration for artistic practices. Here it is worth men-
tioning once again Tony Conrad’s past achievements. 
In November 1961 Conrad and Henry Flynt presented 
a cycle of so-called “listening compositions” (in fact: 

“compositions on the audience”), in which they told 
the experiment’s participants to imagine and activate 
various “listening situations”, corresponding to specif-
ic experiences and existential states, such as “orgasm”, 

“under the influence of alcohol”, “following the inges-
tion of drugs”, “sleep time” or “when you are absent”, 
which could be accompanied by a variety of addition-
al circumstances: “standing on one’s head”, “plug-
ging one’s ears with a variety of objects,” etc. In this 
case, the object of composition was, manifestly, not 
the  matter of sound (which was sometimes secondary), 
but the listening situation itself – the process of receiv-
ing acoustic phenomena – subjected to the most varied 
rigors, determining both the “what” of what could be 
heard, as well as the “how” of listening. It was probably 
the bravest attempt to engage the audience in the act of 
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the execution of a “composed” musical work – fair-
ly typical of Conrad and Flynt’s erstwhile fascination 
with psycho-acoustics and Indian procedures of train-
ing musicians.

The “designing for the ears” understood as the 
organization of the audio-sphere, into which will be 
placed the communicative situation – the performance 
of a piece of music or simply the listening to of the 
sounds of the world, is closely related to the minimal-
ist revolution in music – initiated by La Monte Young, 
who has from the training of perception “on long sound 
duration” passed finally to the concept of the Dream 
House, or the “well-tuned space”, where the interac-
tion of human hearing with sound transpires in a way 
optimal to the aims set by the composer – the contem-
plation of the sound. Young also took as his starting 
point the metaphysical-aesthetic musicological con-
cepts stemming from the Far East, making use of the 
practice of yoga and meditation, as well as the Euro-
pean conceptions of serialism, to achieve the maximal 
focus of the listener-improviser on the intoned sound. 
With this aim he experimented with both the percep-
tion of time (for example, operating in a day elongated 
first to 27 and then to 33 hours), and the construction 
of space, which, to put it in Foucaultian terms, may be 
suitably described as disciplinary space – forcing the 
session participants (musicians and listeners) into a 

state of full attention and aesthetic contemplation. This 
activity culminates in Young’s Dream House – a sonic 
background prepared by the composer (and his part-
ner Marian Zazeela) as just the perfect backdrop for the 
exposition and functioning of audiovisual installations, 
the essence of which was the dwelling (and suspension 
of the auditor) in a sort of “timelessness”. Perhaps the 
most interesting aspect of Young’s project Dream House 
remains the establishing of the tonal reference point of 
the entire acoustical space, where “50 Hertz AC (de-
rived from 220 volt power line frequency) will be used 
as a standard to which all other frequencies are related 
and tuned since it functions as the underlying drone of 
the city and all AC-powered equipment.” It is in fact an 
elementary sound that accompanies human life in the 
industrialized world, a sort of technological equivalent 
of the organic noise of nature that constitutes the back-
ground to the life of a tortoise, the hero of Young’s ear-
ly compositions (The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys, 
1964). The electricity humming continuously in wires 
was thus incorporated into the composition in such a 
way that the human ear could no longer separate what 
was contingent and external from what was composed.

It is worth drawing attention here to two other is-
sues related to the American minimalist’s activities. As 
the story goes, Young during the early sixties of the 
last century often fantasized about composing “static 
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forms of sound” for airports, swimming pools, air-
planes – and even spacecraft, anticipating in this way 
countless projects of Brian Eno and other artists of the 
ambient scene. That spatial dimension of composition 
and music is thus present in his work since the begin-
ning. Secondly, as researchers into the work of Young 
and American minimalism agree, the composer’s goals 
never allowed themselves to be reduced to a mere aes-
thetic aspect, developing in fact a much broader proj-
ect that was  at once spiritual and political, inscribed 
within the ideals of the American counterculture that 
contested the “enslaved” life characteristic of industri-
al civilization and sought liberation through the paths 
of meditation and discipline acquired directly from the 
Hindu and Buddhist esoteric traditions. Thus we are 
returned again to Alfred Bester’s science fiction fan-
tasy and his questions about how a persistent, intru-
sive  melody can be co-opted to dismantle the system 
of police control. After all, this aim also served Young’s 
activities and his “designing for the ear” embodied ul-
timately in the Dream House concept. With one caveat. 
In this context we need to make a certain correction. In 
a so-designed acoustic space the ear loses its status as 
the only sense organ capable of receiving sound signals 

– losing it to the whole body, which is transformed sud-
denly into the trembling organ hungry for vibrations 
once known as the ear.
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“----”
Ludomir Franczak
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Sonic design of 
everyday life

Anna NAcher

We rarely realize how important an element of 
quotidian life the experience of sound is. Usually, we 
only note radical changes in volume, but the audio-
sphere associated with ordinary, everyday activities 
usually completely disappears from our field of vision 
/ hearing. Especially if one lives in the city – the city-
specific sound space, filled with a constant intensity of 
noise, becomes a merely ordinary living and working 
environment.

Brandon Labelle dedicated a few essays from his 
last collection Acoustic Territories. Sound, Culture, and 
Everyday Life (Continuum, 2010) to such “everyday” 
sound spaces. One of them touches on the acoustic 
space of the private and domestic. It turns out that this 
area – here the author follows in the line of Karin Bijs-
terveld1 – is strongly marked by various conflicts, the 
very ground of which is sound, as inhabitants of hous-
ing projects consisting of large blocks of flats and other 
forms of collective living are well aware. This is because 
designers and contractors of even the most luxuriously 
conceived buildings rarely pay attention to the acoustic 
parameters of the housing developments or buildings 
they construct (sometimes hastily called apartment 
blocks). The problem, however, has accompanied the 
modern metropolis for a long time and certainly has 
to do with the advent of electric and electronic sound 
technologies. Bijsterveld recalls a very early case of le-translated by Thomas Starky
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gal action to regulate conflicts surrounding the playing 
of overly loud popular music: the site was Amsterdam 
in 1913, and it concerned the gramaphone and the pos-
sible response of the authorities in the case of radical 
disturbance of the nightly peace. The issue of noise and 
other acoustic pollution is very complex, because – as 
Bijsterveld shows, and Labelle confirms – at stake are 
discourses of exclusion based on class distinctions (one 
of the early examples of such a reflective approach to 
noise, the source of which are neighbors, especially 
with a different cultural background, can be found in 
the book by Dick Hebdige, Cut’n’Mix. Culture, Iden-
tity, and Caribbean Music2 – the inspiration for which 
was the author’s confrontation with young neighbors 
manifesting their love for punk music at very high vol-
umes).

The issue of the fight against noise has inspired  
a significant trend in acoustic ecology, focusing on the 
design of household appliances and public and private 
space in order to struggle with unwanted acoustic ef-
fects more efficiently. Today it is an important compo-
nent of sound engineering. Projects in this discipline 
focus most commonly on purely functional aspects – 
noise reduction is only one of the tasks pursued by en-
gineers (others include, for example, designing appro-
priately convincing, distinctive alarm signals). A field 
which attempts to change this is Sonic Interaction De-

sign (SID) – under this approach, sound as a medium 
is treated with greater meticulousness, particularly in 
the area of   interactive design. Incidentally, testifying to 
the importance of sound as a factor in electronic com-
municative environments (and how one often forgets 
this), is the response to the older, now forgotten sound 
of the modem, with which at the turn of the nineties 
and two thousands one could “call into” the public 
number for Polish Telecommunications, then used to 
connect to the Internet. Fleeting Facebook discus-
sions with friends who remember these, after all, not 
so distant times, showed how heavily we all invested 
our emotions in this simple daily act. The “busy” sound 
signal, followed by patient repeated attempts (some-
times for umpteen minutes), the feeling of satisfaction 
when you finally got the sound signaling success and 
could “go online” – we were all reminded of this with 
tenfold force when someone posted the relevant sound 
clip into one of the open archives. It is no wonder that 
the audiosphere is becoming such an important area of   
exploration for interaction designers – especially since 
today, in the era of ubicomp assumptions manifesting 
before our very eyes, we often are in contact with tan-
gible, tactile interfaces, engaging the whole body.

One of these early, intriguing new interfaces and 
new forms of exploring the audiosphere is the project 
initiated by the Brazilian architect, musician and com-
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poser, Gui Borato, Reactable (http://www.reactable.
com – now also available as a mobile application on iOS 
and Android), which was established in 2007 as an ex-
perimental interface and electronic musical instrument 
(presented at festivals including: Transmediale in Berlin 
in 2007 and Sonar in Barcelona in 2010). Reactable is 
also a community of users and a platform for the ex-
change of experiences and results from the application 
(Reactable Community). The idea of embodied forms of 
interaction with sound can also have a completely dif-
ferent character and a stronger relationship with every-
day life, understood as the domain of small, almost im-
perceptible actions, often regarded as boring and unat-
tractive (which are, however, accompanied by a sonic 
aspect). This is shown by the project by Berlin artist and 
designer, Frederic Gmeiner, The Table Recorder, bearing 
the revealing subtitle: Instrument for everyday life.3 Any 
activity touching the surface of the table is recorded 
and amplified and looped (until the gradual disappear-
ance of the sound) – in this way an ordinary kitchen 
table becomes an instrument, even when its users are 
simply eating a meal on it.

Apparently both projects inspired the creators of  
a singular object: the Gamelunch table,4 which – as the 
creators put it – is a “sonically enhanced dining table.”5 
The name can be read as a specific play on words: the 
prefix “game” in the assumptions of the creators of the 

object was taken from gamelan, a set of metal gongs 
characteristic of Indonesia, which are the equivalent of 
the European orchestra, but also refers to the English 

“game”, revealing the playful nature of the endevour. In 
a way, it urges the participants to play the game with 
daily activities, which have become so habitual that they 
have disappeared from notice. In the case of Gamelunch, 
subtleties and shades are all important: for example, 
the material used to make the knife with which we cut 
(metal, ceramic, wood, artificial materials) – in addi-
tion, the designers use various microfeedback to en-
hance the rhythmic aspect of the cutting.

An important point here is not just the quite obvi-
ous theme of the aesthetization of everyday life, which 
often imposes itself on the occasion of reflection on de-
sign, especially under the conditions of an economy so 
strongly associated with culture and based on affects, 
sensations, pleasures (no longer only visual). Also of 
interest is the role of sound in these projects, which 
involves not only gaining our attention and encourag-
ing play with the everyday. The sound of the table and 
accompanying activities surrounding it serve here the 
function of extracting from the shadows various au-
tomatically performed activities – it is thus a kind of 

“beautiful pattern”, which brings out of hiding what is 
most ordinary and seemingly the least attractive (the 
idea   of a “beautiful pattern” is derived from design, 
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whose practice often involves the hiding of the factual 
operation of objects, software, and digital applications 
in such a way that they “melt” into the environment). 
You could say that this is an interesting counterpoint to 
Naoto Fukasawa’s idea of   “disappearing” design – re-
sponsible, among others, for the aesthetic characteris-
tic of Apple products (although of course you have to 
take into account the differences in context, because 
Fukasawa designed with a view to primarily visual 
impressions) – so clearly definitive for the objects of  
a contemporary minimalist aesthetics governing more 

“elegant” versions of consumerism.

Endnotes

1. K. Bijsterveld, Mechanical Sound. Technology, Culture, and 
Public Problem of Noise in the Twentieth Century, MIT Press, Cam-
bridge 2008.

2. D. Hebdige, Cut’n’Mix. Culture, Identity, and Caribbean 
Music, Taylor and Francs, New York 2004.

3. See: http://fregment.com/?cat=0&p=7868, date of access: 
20.06.2013.

4. See: http://www.soundobject.org/BasicSID/Gamelunch/
Gamelunch_Home.html, date of access: 20.06.2013. 

5. S. delle Monache, P. Polotti, D. Rocchesso, The Gamelunch: 
Basic SID Exploration of a Dining Scenario, [in:] K. Franinović, S. 
Serafin, Sonic Interaction Design, MIT Press, Cambridge – London 
2013, pg. 227.
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Colors of the City
Magdalena Żołędź

Technique: Cross (analogue photography, prints made in the dar-
kroom, original size: 18x 13 cm), year of creation: 2010. 
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Mr. X
Dawid Misiorny 

„And what if we assume that the human body, similarly 
to thoughts and feelings, is subjected to the operations of 
society? That on the body, similarly to the thoughts and 
feelings, society imprints its form, that on the material 
provided by the evolution of species, it carves ever new fi-
gures, according to ever new models and with the help of 
ever new chisels? That the body, similarly to thoughts and 
feelings, is a social product, and that the meaning of „be-
ing a product” has its history in the case of the body, just 
as it does in the case of thoughts and feelings? How would 
this then change our narrative about the recent history of 
man, society, and their mutual relations?”*

* Z. Bauman, Ciało i przemoc w obliczu ponowoczesności  
[Body and Violence in the Face of Postmodernity], Toruń 1995, p.70.

translated by Thomas Starky
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Perfect 
Imperfection
Małgorzata Goliszewska
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Jacek Zaborowski (Elvis Show), Ciechocinek
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Skowik ( The King’s Friends), Warszawa
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Tudor Lakatos  (Elvis Romano), Somcuta Mare, Rumunia
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Ryszard Wiercimak (Elvis is Back), Szczecin
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Krzysztof Jankowski (Elvis), Łódź 
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Elvis Mioveni, Mioveni, Rumunia
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Artdesign / 
Designart? 

Porous borders 
and convergence 
points between 
art and design

Monika Rosińska

In 2004, Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum 
in New York held an exhibition entitled "Design 
is not Art", during which famous minimalist and 
post-minimalist artists, including Donald Judd, 
Scott Burton, Richard Turrell and Rachel Whiteread 
displayed functional objects exhibited for the first 
time. For example, the exhibition featured Tire 
Lamp, a lamp made out of tires, or rather, car tires 
that were given a new function. The Austrian 
artist Franz West, through a series of furniture 
entitled Creativity: Furniture Reversal, tested and 
subjected to deconstruction the boundary between 
art and design, treating the objects as  forms of 
sculpture-installation that were at once interactive, 
participatory, colourful and diverse in terms of 

Still does it really matter 
all that much?

 Who cares if it’s art of it’s 
design?

Hella Jongerius

translated by Thomas Starky
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materials used. Barbara Bloemik, one of the curators 
of the exhibition Design is not Art remarked: “Design 
and art are not the same, but with the rise of design 
today you can view an artist’s work in both fields as 
equally interesting and inspiring.”1 It seems to me 
that this approach reproduces the conservative way 
of thinking about the relationship between design 
and art, and calcifies the privileged position of the 
artists themselves, ignoring the vector of influence 
extending from design to art.2 In this article I would 
like to point out the direction not so much opposite to 
that proposed by Bloemik, but most of all – to point 
out the areas that are causing contemporary art and 
design to become increasingly the same: born out of 
a similar intent, often using the same strategies and 
creative tools, finally having indistinguishable aims. 

 
Utopias, future, fantasies 

First, the boundary between art and design is be-
coming increasingly blurred because of the com-
mon opposition to the fetishization of the object 
(of the artistic work or object for everyday use) that 
is expressed in the activities of artists and design-
ers, as well as the interest in less obvious fields as 
yet invisible to art and design. A very good exam-

ple of an activity that integrates art and design are 
the projects carried out by the duo Dunne & Raby,3 
designers, curators and academics associated with 
the Royal College of Art in London. Their multifac-
eted interest with the potential of utopian think-
ing, both in artistic practice and design, exploring 
the role of creating new conceptions of reality, the 
importance of speculative trans-disciplinary re-
search and artistic experimentation proves the ne-
cessity of a more flexible and progressive thinking 
about the relationship between art and design. For 
example, in the project Technological Dream Series, 
Dunne & Raby investigate human dreams about the 
role of robots in our daily lives, treating them not 
as ultra intelligent functional machines, an inferior 
para-life form, but as fellow full-fledged techno-
logical co-citizens, with whom we should be ready 
to enter new relationships. Dunne & Raby do not 
want to be seen as artists, believing that it is pre-
cisely their location in design practice which gives 
their lively and speculative imagination the biggest 
effective force. Working with scientists from dif-
ferent disciplines and fields of study, they focus 
the attention of commercial companies interested 
in social and technological innovation, non-gov-
ernmental organizations and public policy makers. 
Moreover, this strategy allows them to escape from 
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the simple classification of their activity in terms 
of art, the attachment of labels of transgressive ar-
tistic whims unrelated to reality, intended only for 
display and consumption in the spaces of the gallery. 

 
Collectivity and relationships
 
Secondly, and as a consequence of the earlier de-
scribed phenomenon, the coupling of utopianism 
with the desire for the exploration of alternative 
models of being together, the principles of orga-
nization of social life is another common area that 
blurs the clear boundaries between art and design. 
Today, the most common term used to describe the 
phenomenon of shifting the focus to the aspect of 
producing human relations in artistic practice is a 

“relational aesthetics”, authored by Nicolas Bourri-
aud, who analyzed the activity of specific artists 
(among others. Gabriel Orozco, Liam Gillick, Rikrit 
Tiravanija, Philippe Pareno, Pierre Huyghe).4 Their 
actions were aimed at the formation of other, more 
democratic models of behavior, by inviting the pub-
lic to contribute to the work and animation of their 
own environment. Also, in contemporary design 
practice a kind of turn towards social relations is 
becoming increasingly used as a paradigm of think-

ing and designer’s activities. An interesting exam-
ple but probably unusual in this context is the work 
of the Dutch eating designer Marije Vogelzang. The 
designer creates new rituals intertwined with the 
consumption of meals. She is interested primarily in 
what eating does, and what it can emotionally mean 
to people. Therefore, in the project Eat Love Buda-
pest, which she conducted among the Roma commu-
nity, the task of creating interactions was carried out 
with a form of multi-sensory performance, during 
which eating served as a binder of relations between 
strangers. Any woman who participated in the un-
usual meeting had the opportunity to anonymously 
(the participants were separated by a “wall” of white 
sheets) tell her story, while feeding her guest with 
her own hands a food composed of appropriate in-
gredients evoking specific memories, thoughts and 
emotions. Equally important for the communication 
between the interlocutors was the carefully selected 
scent that, either associated with eating, or import-
ant for some other reason, was sprayed by women 

– like perfume – on the wrists. In the background,  
a musician played traditional Roma songs on guitar. 
A thus orchestrated social situation built an intimate 
space of exchange between the women based on pri-
mary and basic human needs for intimacy, belonging 
and participation in something greater than oneself. 
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Process and experimental tools
 

Thirdly, art and design are increasingly sharing the 
same vocabulary to describe the creative process, 
management strategies, as well as the tools they op-
erate with in practice. The shared language of artists 
and designers is dense with terms such as experi-
ment, research, testing, prototyping, experience, in-
tervention, trial, etc. Dutch designer and critic Kees 
Dorst notes the convergence of art and design pro-
cess: “Once an artist decides on a goal to pursue, his 
or her creative process looks very much like a design 
process. Artists have effectively turned their self-
made challenge into a partly determined design prob-
lem. And they temporarily turn themselves into de-
signers.”5 An interesting example of such a diffusion 
of art and design in practice is the activity of Natalie 
Jeremijenko, a comprehensively educated (biochem-
istry, physics, neuroscience) artist of Australian ori-
gin. Jeremijenko works more as a designer and engi-
neer, coordinating very different and distant aspects 
of her projects, effectively creating new proposed 
solutions for explored themes and problems. She does 
not have a stationary art studio, but instead creates 
a kind of interdisciplinary mobile think tank. The 
Environmental Health Clinic is one of her recent un-
dertakings, prepared under the premise of imitating 

traditional health care, healing patients, and in prac-
tice – experimenting with a different approach and 
way of understanding health. Simply put, the clin-
ic works as follows: we arrange a visit and report our 
symptoms, however not those bearing directly on our 
individual well-being, but the external environment. 
What’s more, we do not leave with a prescription for 
medication, but are recommended concrete activities. 
 Finally, I would like to recall the words of Rick 
Poynor, a British design critic, who states that “art and 
design exist in a continuum of possibilities, and rigid 
definitions that might make sense on paper are not ten-
able in practice when both activities can take so many 
forms. The most interesting work often happens in the 
gaps where there is room for manoeuvre and scope for 
debate.”6 Moreover, the present intense flirtation of 
both of these activities operates, in my opinion, much 
more for the benefit of design. Even on the ground that 
the nostalgia of the artists themselves for usability and 
usefulness of their own projects seems to me to be in-
creasingly characteristic. Design is in this respect in  
a much more – at least in its assumptions and by defini-
tion – privileged position, because it has to be accessi-
ble and understandable to the common man and should 
solve problems. It also has the ability to seduce art by 
its usability and its promise of democratic access for  
a wide audience.
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Endnotes

1. B. Bloemik, exhibition Design is not Art, New York, 2005, 
quoted from: http://en.red-dot.org/1046.html, date accessed: 
27.06.2013. 
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pg. 98.
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Something always 
leaks out from 

the bottom
Karolina Sikorska interviews 

Magdalena Franczak

Karolina Sikorska: What is the starting point of 
your work? The material, the idea, or maybe every-
thing starts out somewhere else?

Magdalena Franczak: It’s the idea, which usually 
appears in the form of the ready title; that is the main 
culprit and the nucleus in the formation of the work. 
It comes from movement, smell, experience. Works 
germinate, grow, and reality assists. I remember 
when I was working on the project Hairy Candies, 
hair came to me from everywhere, the street turned 
into a cabinet of curiosities: a woman emerged before 
me in a fur coat with the same structure as the one 
on her head, or a beautiful mustached barmaid from 
the French café at the train station in Poznań. This 
is probably the motivating power. Another impor-
tant object for me is an old notebook with yellowed 
pages, which serves as a germinating point of ideas. 
One finds there all these secret notes and drawings. 
From there, I pull them out one by one, and multiply 
them in space. It is rare that the works arise one by 
one; they are usually part of a larger whole, the com-
ponents of the problem that is being solved. Kind of 
like a puzzle.

KS: So your notepad is a prototype of your work? 
Is it always? Or is it rather the network of relation-translated by Thomas Starky
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ships between different ideas functioning in a vari-
ety of forms that you create?

MF: The projects are related to each other, one arises 
from another; closing one door is at once the opening of 
others. The notebook is a starting point, the first link in 
the chain, the hitch. When I’m immersed in the crea-
tive process, I don’t return to it. During the formation 
of individual works unexpected twists arise that are 
generated by reality. I succumb to them. That’s what 
is for me the most interesting – unpredictability. The 
works are well thought-out, but sometimes just one 
stimulus is enough, a photo found at a flea market, or 
a cabinet spotted through a school’s open classroom 
door, to turn everything upside down and gain some-
thing new.

KS: What are you currently working on?

MF: The project is called The Ice Palace, and its narra-
tive is built around the Tarjei Vesaas novel of the same 
name. It concerns the relationship between man and 
nature, and an uncompromising friendship between 
young girls. For one of the topics, I enlisted the Israeli 
artist Yael Frank, with whom I started a correspond-
ence, sending drawings by standard mail. The whole of 
The Ice Palace is conceived to reflect the construction of 

the book. The different stages correspond to the chap-
ters, and yet the subject matter is a travesty of its indi-
vidual threads. Its materials, as well as the methods of 
producing the various stages appeal to nature, its cycles 
and relationships with human life.

KS: As I understand, the book’s construction, its 
composition throws light on the structure of The Ice 
Palace? How it will work?

MF: Work on The Ice Palace is divided into stages. Pal-
ace refers to the division of the book into chapters. The 
whole is conceived as a creative process lasting about six 
months, divided into three stages. An important as-
pect here is the duration of the project in connection 
with the changes nature goes through – from the unfet-
tered summer to the hibernation of winter. At the same 
time the cycle of nature is shown as if in reverse – eve-
rything starts with the installation calling to mind the 
frozen lake, and ends with a series of paintings depict-
ing nature in its most luxuriant, summer form. The first 
work – Descent is scheduled for October 2013 and will 
be presented in the Labyrinth Gallery in Lublin. It’s  
a space with two planes, and the work adapted to it will 
be site-specific. It is in this space that the protagonist 
will start her journey across the frozen lake, but also 
into her own depths. The first glass objects and drawings 
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will also appear. But this is only the beginning, then the 
next threads will follow along with further revelations. 
Everything will accumulate in layers and thicken.

KS: For a long time one sees in your projects  
a “working in nature”; you catalogue the biological 
world, but interpret its elements in a very perverse 
way. Can you speak about how this work transpires 
and where your fascination with nature comes from, 
which often takes on in your work such a phantom-
like, illusory character (I am thinking for example, 
of your work with wood paneling, blurred images, 
or now in The Ice Palace - glass objects) – because it 
is not about the representation of reality?

MF: It began with Secrets / Views and ritual burial in 
the ground, the burying of dead plants, beads, bottle 
caps, etc. As a child, I could dive in an uncompromising 
way into the viscosity of nature. This led to a number of 
phobias and fears that I foster in my work. The suffocat-
ing construction of ivy has haunted me for years – live 
tentacles clinging to everything they encounter. Since 
I came into contact with Bernhard’s literature, I’m 
thinking of Gargoyles and Frost, I began to translate the 
relationships in nature to inter-human relationships.
Then the first hybrid plants arose, while working  
I based it mainly on shreds of memory, which was the 

backbone and the main hook to transform reality. The 
imagination in this situation had for me a greater value 
than reality. There arose two somewhat interconnect-
ed projects:  Transitional States and Magnification. It 
was also a time of working with old objects, frames, 
whatever was found and recovered. Then the interi-
ors of houses began to interest me and how people put 
already processed nature there, and thus – domesti-
cated it and adapted it to their ideas and needs. And 
out of that came wood paneling and houses compul-
sively filled with it from floor to ceiling, which also 
was sometimes also “in on” the decoration. A forest at 
home. Ambivalence of feelings. As a child, I often had 
this inner game, which I sometimes return to: looking 
at the man on the street, what he looks like, I imag-
ined his apartment. Wood paneling is the continua-
tion of this.
In terms of the presentation, while seemingly abstract, 
it really is based on reality, and above all, its experi-
ence, its observation. The way it is perceived changes, 
however, it is selective, jerky, cataloged. Very often it’s 
based on viewing through a magnifying glass, but not 
too close, so as not to lose the shape. I pulled the indi-
vidual elements from their natural environment, their 
everyday context and locked them behind glass. I glue 
branches together with roots, lay wood paneling over 
frozen plants. I bring about an encounter, which under 
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natural conditions never would have happened. In my 
work there emerges a parallel reality.

KS: Here also your other side emerges: you rum-
mage, dig up, restoring to life forgotten objects?

MF: Yes. What I find interesting in found objects, is the 
confrontation with the existing energy and history that 
they bring with them. It often occurs in the very moment 
of purchase, or in the way the thing came into my hands.
It sometimes happens that I’m looking for specific 
missing elements for my work; sometimes items must 
wait for their turn to continue to develop the story. 
There are also situations where the object that has found 
its way to me turns into the source, the beginning of the 
whole story. Collecting is a very dangerous job, requir-
ing large storage space, so I have to be very careful.

KS: You were talking earlier about literature, what 
are you reading lately?

This growing stack of books towering next to the bed. 
I read them compulsively in a manner reminiscent of 
hopping television channels. That’s the kind of phase 
I’m in. Among the books lying there are Tarjei Vesaas’ 
The Ice Palace, Sebald’s Rings of Saturn, Keret’s stories, 
and I do not remember what else.

KS: And what stories interest you? I’m asking about 
the literary ones as well as the artistic – and artistic 
in a double sense, what inspires you, but what sto-
ries would you yourself like to produce?

MF: I’m interested in stories from the border. Those 
that can mix with reality and quietly sneak into it.  
I like when in the book I’m reading it is the same time 
of year, as in reality. I can then live a bit two-fold. 
What’s important is the emotional charge a story car-
ries. Details and the plot do not have the least impor-
tance. My memory deletes these, I do not know why 
this happens, but thanks to this it opens the way to 
telling my own story, which is a mixture of autobio-
graphical elements, overheard stories, dreams, imag-
es. Similarly, working with plants, converting them 
and pasting them, in the same way I create narratives, 
performing operations on my own memory, using the 
tricks that it can play. Along with these there are sin-
gle statements and micro narratives overheard on the 
street and the bus. The most valuable are the personal, 
intimate, which I should not have heard. Here returns 
the topic of the notebook where they end up and my 
tendency to collect. Fortunately for stories, I do not 
require a large storage space.
I would like to produce stories that evoke images and 
memories. In the way that sometimes smells evoke sto-
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ries from childhood. Strangely familiar, that force one 
to penetrate one’s own memory.

KS: Did you ever think about a collaborative project, 
for example, with some other artist, but from a dis-
cipline which is not the visual arts?

MF: Definitely. I suppose if I collaborated with some-
one not from my backyard, some projects would have 
gone in a totally different direction, perhaps in two 
ways. I’d have to experience it. Surely such a moment 
will arrive, maybe I’m just a step away. Sometimes I’m 
tired of having to do it all alone, so such a common aspi-
ration, or rather penetration of a problem would give a 
whole new quality, leading to yet another reality. There 
is a collision of two energies, a cross-cutting of lines..

KS: Is any field of art or science particularly close to 
you in this context?

MF: Not any one specific field. But when I think about 
each individual work, those completed and those that 
I’m currently working on or will work, these fields be-
come more distinct. In the case of Secrets / Views I lacked 
someone from the field of anthropology, with The Ice 
Palace, I’m actually currently in the process of seeking 
out a glassworks and an alchemist, who can help me 

convert images out of my head into spatial forms. Un-
fortunately, the lone wolf syndrome didn’t allow me 
too often to come into situations where I was not self-
sufficient and had to expose my work to a number of 
compromises, with the result that what emerged was 
this alien form, which I could not relate to. However, 
too much independence also inhibits growth, so I came 
to the conclusion that it might be worth it to at times 
collide with another personality, to try to go a step 
further. In this way, the exhibition Philistine – a joint 
project with Iza Tarasiewicz – was the result of a sense 
of closeness to the topic and was explored by us in that 
space-time. There was also ZUOM – a performance 
with Zosia Esden, Ola Rzepka and Ula Sawicka.
Along with other projects there have also been changes 
in the way of working on them. If I had to make a chart 
of my current system of work, it would be a dot, a point 
in the centre and lines extending from it. The lines are 
like various trails, including scientific ones. At the end 
of one of them, you should see the second point.

KS: In many of your works, or in the book pub-
lished as Views – objective presentations / thoughts 
are combined with very intimate ones. When I see 
your works, I have this very organic feeling that 
not only do they often communicate with personal 
stories, but they are also camouflaged confessions, 
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“secular prayers”, or perhaps invitations to explore 
some mysteries that are very close to you. Would 
you agree with these interpretations? Are these ir-
rational elements or perverse, in some degree ca-
thartic, ones?

MF: In a way, I’m the closest to myself, I spend the 
most time with myself, I’m not especially interested in 
external problems. My work is filtered through my own 
experiences, observations, reckonings. I would like the 
viewer to use them to “unpack” his or her own, re-
move the wrapping paper. Perversion comes out of the 
ground here, like protruding, sprouting plants. I do not 
see it, but maybe it sees me. But you’re not the first per-
son who has mentioned it, obviously there is something 
there. Digging in one’s own emotions leads to the dis-
covery of the primordial, the intimate. I’m constantly 
coming back to the theme of human connection with 
the earth, at different levels of interpretation. Hence 
Views, as a child-like attempt to work through the sub-
ject of death and the fears and phobias associated with 
it. Out of this comes the already mentioned Hairy Can-
dies, something disgusting, and yet we cannot take our 
eyes off it. My favorite kind of emotion, which I collect 
in laboratory lenses.
It’s a kind of balancing act on the edge of reality, in-
tuition. Recalling images through memories. I remem-

ber as a child trying to catch the moment of transition 
when wakefulness turns into dream. Every night, I fell 
asleep in the hope that this time I’ll succeed. My art is 
also a bit like this. It is an attempt to venture into un-
known territories with the hope that someone will want 
to accompany me there.

KS: I’d like to find out more about this perversity. 
Should a perverse assortment – like Hairy Candy – 
knock the viewer out of the comfort of being among 
pleasant things? And how do you regard the recipi-
ent of your work?

MF: Even if I enclose my work in an aesthetic form, 
there’s always something from the bottom that leaks out. 
In fact, why not surround something that is sweet in a 
halo of hair? Such images evoke memories and desires. 
For me they stir the imagination rather than provoke 
discomfort. A bit like a woman with a beard, you can not 
take your eyes off her. This can be quite enjoyable.
And my viewer is the type of the hunter – an explorer, 
who need not be beautiful, or hairy. He or she must 
possess one trait: alertness. The ideal would be, if on 
my chart of the creative process he or she was one of 
the branches. While working, I do not think about the 
viewer, even if that thought comes to mind, I try to re-
ject it, so as not to block and encumber myself before 
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the start. I wake up again at the opening full of curiosity 
towards a new perspective on what I’m already familiar 
with.

KS: You are fascinated by ugliness, mismatches, ab-
errations that irritate and disturb the peace, pro-
portion and aesthetic distance?

MF: For me, they are a kind of marginalized beauty that 
I observe assuming the role of voyeur. An alternative to 
the boring, photo-shopped reality created by the media. 
I catalogue them in memory. Mangy dogs, people with 
cleft lips, hairy necks, humps, rotting plants, grubbed, 
bald areas of the forest, the decomposing bodies of ani-
mals on the street, a woman with a wooden leg, a last 
lock of human hair on the grass. This is also reflected 
in objects – I’m fascinated by the most crippled and in  
a sense abandoned: broken cabinets, old frames, fic-
tional ancestors from a box at a flea market. I like to 
fantasize about them, changing their context, giving 
them new life. It’s the fascination with a child’s wan-
dering finger, which bends to the side to indicate the 
correct direction. I’m interested in splintered remains, 
things overlooked and discarded.
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Magdalena Franczak, Swamp, 
acrylic on canvas, 2010
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Magdalena Franczak, Tangle, 
ink on paper, 2011
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Magdalena Franczak, 
Collection, in the series: Hairy Candies, collage, 2012
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Magdalena Franczak, The Magic Mountain, 
photography, 2013
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Magdalena Franczak, Connection, 
in the series: Temporary States, watercolor on prewar fiche, 2012
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Magdalena Franczak, Dust, 
drawing on paper, 2011
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Magdalena Franczak, Hair from the Oven, 
objects, 2011-2013
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Magdalena Franczak, Descent, 
in the series: Temporary States, watercolor on paper, 

2012
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Tear mirror
– jewel
Tomoko Hayashi
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I don’t know how many times I cried since I came 
to Canada

1. I don’t know how many times I cried since I came to 
Canada. But the reasons of my tears have been chang-
ing each days. The beginning of my stay here, I cried 
ecause I got homesick. I miss my friends, boyfiriend 
and family. Also time differences between Japan and 
Canada made me suffer and made me feel lonely. The 
next reason of my tears was the hardship of learning a 
new language to me. But I’ve got use to it gradually, so 
I don’t cry for this reason so much anymore. The big-
gest reason of my tears is for my lover in Japan. Because 
we live far away from each other now, I keep balance of 
our relationship by controlling my feelings and behav-
iors. However, I cry when we lose the balance and some 
problems occurs between us. I cry, when the feeling of
wanting him to understand me exceeds the feeling of 
wanting to understand him. I cry when I can’t under-
stand his feelings because of this distance.
But my tears are not always sad and wistful, but also 
happy tears of dreaming about my future life, back in 
Japan together with him. This becomes my emotional 
bridge at the moment and I can accept this lifestyle of 
being apart from each other for the time being.

2. My boyfriend in Japan.
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Teddy Bear

One day I noticed a hole in the paw of my beloved teddy 
bear, cheeky. The hole is newly appeared in the pink 
felt sewn onto his foot by mother when I was a child. 
Like an adult child who watches a parent approaching 
death, I was overwhelmed with grief at the thought of 
decay and loss of this faithful companion. 
This bear has been with me since birth - he is 10 years 
older than me - he has accompanied me around the 
world, away from parents and loved ones when I was 
young and he has witnessed almost all the tears, every 
shade of grief and loss throughout 43 years of my life.  
I share all my tears with him. I could not catch my tears 
in the bottle; instead I put one piece of his fur, for it has 
held more tears then 100 bottles. 
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I cried when my sister and niece died

I cried when my sister and niece died, although there 
were no actual tears. There was only wailing, braying, 
moaning, my whole body shaking, only able to say 
no, no, no, no, no. The unacceptable, unbelievable, 
unexpected, un-, un-, un-anything and un-every-
thing happened, and I was like a wounded animal in 
my pain. The sounds I made were not human; the tears  
I shed inside so huge that birthing them through my 
eyes was not possible. Now I only need to remember all 
of this and the tears flow, easily, rapidly. Time has pas-
sed, 16 years, and I can finally shed human tears.
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I cried when I saw my baby for the first time

I cried when I saw my baby for the first time, exhausted 
after giving birth, frightened that he was so small, wor-
ried that he might not be healthy. But most of all, they 
were tears of joy, so extremely happy was I to have my 
baby safely delivered and in my arms. Which sums up 
my experience of motherhood: equal measures of joy to 
see my child grow and develop, and of fear that some-
thing bad will happen. 
Ptui ptui.
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I got pregnant unexpectedly

I got pregnant unexpectedly, so I was very nervous witho-
ut knowing my own path for the future. I wasn’t sure if 
I could be a mother. So I had a mixed feeling of joy and 
anxiety at the same time. Also, the relationship between 
my mother and myself is iffy - Love and hate relationship. 
I often don’t understand her behavior which I would never
do. So I questioned myself if my child might see me that 
way, too? Anyway, I was scared to be a mother. 
One night, I coudn’t sleep, so I was watching the TV at 3 
am in the morning and saw a program about TV commer-
cials from all over the world. And I cried after watching a 
commercial made by P&G for London Olympics. It was 
about mothers waking their children up in the morning, 
feed them, send them off to practice, and watching over 
them closely every single day repetitively until they grow 
up. In the end, they all appear on the stage of olympic ga-
mes and saying “Thank you mother!” kind of typical sto-
ry. But, that moment I realised the idea of raising kids. My 
parents were like that, too and it is simple like that. I’m 
not perfect, but mybe it’s ok. I felt relieved and I promised 
myself to give all my love to my baby.
Also, I was suprised that I cried so naturally. I couldn’t 
cry when I was working in a company. Since then, I’m so 
sensitive to stories about mother and child and I cry a lot 
when I hear it.
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Baby’s tears

1. 5/3 15:52 My son came into the world. This is genuine-
ly his first tears in his life which was collected 6 hours 
after his birth. Few drops of tears came out from the 
tiny eyes. Appearently, newly born infant don’t shed 
tears when they cry, so it’s more like tears rose to his 
eyes rather than shedding tears. His crying face is super 
adorable. That’s the best part of blind parental love.

2. I feel like to introduce him to everybody around us.
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Love

1. I often shed tears, probably daily some weeks.But 
now with this vial to collect tears, not a drop will come 
out. My tears recently have come in swells, upon think-
ing over love - love that is recognized but unrequitted, 
love that is over, love that I had given up on and is call-
ing out to me once more, surprise. Mis-matched ages, 
mis-matched personalities, mismatched locations. 
When will I meet my match? For now, I’m grateful for 
the loves even if they are unmatched for now.

2. Tears and crying have often been admonished as psy-
chotic, unstable, babylike. However, I think it is a gift 
to cry; a reminder of ability to process complex emo-
tions; silent communications from the heart. I wish 
to share these tears with anyone and everone who may 
have held back tears or forgotten how to cry.
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Dariusz Brzostek – philologist, assistant professor in 
the Department of Cultural Studies at Nicolaus Coper-
nicus University in Toruń. His main concerns are the 
aesthetics of horror, the anthropology of contemporary 
culture (audioanthropology), the work of Stanisław Lem 
and the psychoanalytical contexts of literary and musical 
works. He is author of the monograph Literatura i niero-
zum. Antropologia fantastyki grozy [Literature and Unrea-
son. Anthropology of Horror Fiction] (Toruń 2009), and 
is currently writing a book: Nasłuchiwanie hałasu. Audio-
antropologia między ekspresją a doświadczeniem [Listening 
to Noise. Audioanthropology between expression and 
experience.] He also maintains a blog: http://molokmun.
blogspot.com/.

Maciej Chorąży – b. 1982, post-conceptual artist, 
deals mainly with life and, therefore, creates privatized, 
occasional and often incidental art. His works often 
take the form of rapid commentary;  objects, photos, 

films, drawings, ready-mades are variations on the 
theme of error and draw from its overlooked potential. 
He performs minor „dislocations” and close-ups of the 
fuzzy points of  cultural reality and everyday life, and is 
a hunter of small oversights and shortcomings.

Ludomir Franczak – b. 1974, visual artist operating in 
the field of multimedia, painting, graphics, installations, 
design, performance art and theater. His projects are pre-
sented in galleries, museums, public and theater spaces in 
Poland, Denmark, Sweden, England, Portugal, Switzer-
land, Germany, Russia, Italy and Hungary. He collabo-
rates with musicians (Marcin Dymiter, Robert Curgen-
ven, Pogodno), visual artists (Magdalena Franczak, Karin 
Danielsson, Leo Palmestal). He has a Visegrad Fund schol-
arship (VARP) and is three-time marshal of Pomeranian 
voivodeship; he won the award for best experimental film 
at the Euroshorts Festival in 2007 and is laureate of the 
Spotkanie [Encounters] Festival for 2011 from Fundacja 
Łódzkie Spotkania Teatralne. He deals with the problems 
of memory and identity. With the help of intermedia ac-
tivities he builds complex projects using visual arts as well 
as history, or literature. He is the author of artistic publi-
cations. More at: lfranczak.blogspot.com.

Magdalena Maria Franczak – born in 1978 in Puławy. 
Painter and an interdisciplinary artist whose projects 
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apply a variety of media: painting, drawing, photog-
raphy, and performance. She also works in theatres 
designing costumes, stage sets and engaging in per-
formative actions and is active in public space, creating 
large-sized murals and small views dug in the ground 
with children in different places across Poland and Eu-
rope. Her art addresses the question of the body, its op-
pression and condition. She deals with mythology and 
rituals of childhood. She examines the process of mem-
ory and imagination and disarms fears and nightmares. 
Member of the Polish-German group AOUA (Academy 
of Ugly Arts). Twice a scholarship holder of the Mayor 
of Słupsk (2005 and 2008) and Marshal of Pomorsk-
ie Region (2009, 2010, 2011). Exhibits in Poland and 
abroad. More at: mfranczak.blogspot.com.

Małgorzata Goliszewska – b. 1985 in Szczecin, stu-
dent of Multimedia at Szczecin Academy of Art, gradu-
ate of the course in documentary film at Andrzej Wa-
jda’s School in 2012. She works with different media 
(film, video, installations, performance, text, sound, 
drawing). She has presented her work at exhibitions 
and festivals in Poland, Russia, Croatia, the Nether-
lands, Germany, Thailand, China, Ukraine, Belarus 
and the USA. She is interested in research and expand-
ing the limits of the document, and unmediated work 
with other people.

Krzysztof Gutfrański – b. 1982, historian and curator 
of contemporary art, independent researcher and edi-
tor of publications in the field of visual culture. A grad-
uate of art and cultural history at the Nicolaus Coper-
nicus University in Toruń as well as Museum Curatorial 
Studies at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow. In his 
interests, research work, and curatorial and editorial 
practice he combines an interdisciplinary approach 
with attention to art historical craft. His main interests 
include: anthropology, psychology of perception, so-
cially engaged design, history of science and technol-
ogy and their mutual interpenetration. He currently 
conducts his own research in the field of anthropology 
of eating and the psychophysiology of taste, and exper-
imental psychophysiology of vision (especially as con-
ceived by Jan Evangelista Purkyně).

Tomoko Hayashi - multidisciplinary artist trained in 
traditional Japanese fabric dyeing and fibre art in Kyo-
to, the centre of beauty, culture and tradition in Japan. 
This background brings a strong sense of Kyoto’s aes-
thetic and philosophical values to her creative work, 
which explores the use of five senses and digital media 
to enhance the intimacy and human connection. Her 
collaborative projects have been exhibited in muse-
ums and galleries world-wide including V&A in Lon-
don, National Museum of Art in Osaka and Center of 
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Contemporary Art in Toruń. Her work also reflects her 
nomadic nature, having lived and worked in five dif-
ferent countries, places where she has been exposed to 
various cultures that together fuel the unique essence of 
her work. She received MA from Central Saint Martins 
College of Art in London and BA from Kyoto Seika Uni-
versity. She has collaborated with various specialists 
and has accomplished collaborative projects at Univer-
sity of Tokyo, Distance Lab in Inverness Scotland and 
MIT Media Lab Europe in Dublin.

Angelika Markul – b. 1977, visual artist, lives and 
works in Paris. In 2004, she took her Masters at the 
École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-arts in Paris 
(ENSBA) in Christian Boltanski’s multimedia studio. 
In Markul’s art one can find a very distinctive reper-
toire of forms – the artist combines video images with 
installations, which often consist of materials such as 
black foil, glass or wood.

David Misiorny – b. 1985, visual artist, lives and works 
in Poznań.

Anna Nacher – culture studies expert, a Ph.D. in hu-
manities (science of arts), Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Audiovisual Media at the Institute of 
Audiovisual Arts at the Jagiellonian University. Her 

research interests focus on cyberculture, especially 
the new generation of media (hybrid space, locative 
media), and social media. She also works on gender 
studies, research into sound, relationships of the city 
with the media and media art. She is currently work-
ing on her habilitation thesis devoted to locative me-
dia. She also coordinates the new, interdisciplinary 
major (in video game design) developed at the Insti-
tute of Audiovisual Arts at the Jagiellonian University 
in collaboration with the Faculty of Physics, Astrono-
my and Applied Computer Science UJ, funded by the 
VIKING program. She teaches postgraduate studies 
in Gender at IAA Jagiellonian University, and is also 
working with postgraduate Gender Studies conducted 
by the Institute of Literary Research PAN in Warsaw. 

Magdalena Popławska  –  b. 1984, sociologist, graduate 
of post-graduate studies at the Faculty of Art Education of 
the University of Fine Arts in Poznań. Initiator and coor-
dinator of monthly series of presentations in the Arsenał 
Municipal Gallery in Poznań (Within the Framework of De-
sign, The Texture of Design: the design of publication and 
publications about design, (R)evolutions in Design). She has 
coordinated exhibitions of contemporary art and curated 
exhibitions dealing with the relationship between art and 
design. The editor and co-author of publications about art 
as well as research projects.
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Monika Rosińska – sociologist, design researcher, 
Ph.D. student at the Institute of Sociology at Adam 
Mickiewicz University, where she is working on a 
thesis devoted to the culture of design. Author of the 
book Przemyśleć użycie. Projektanci. Przedmioty. Życie 
społeczne [Rethinking use. Designers. Objects. Social 
Life] (2010).

Karolina Sikorska – culture studies expert, a graduate in 
gender studies at the Jagiellonian University, curator, edi-
tor of publications devoted to contemporary art and issues 
related to socio-cultural practices, co-editor of Punkt.

studio chmara.rosinke – Anne Rosinke (1985) and 
Maciej Charma (1984) – graduates in interior design 
from the Academy of Fine Arts in Gdańsk, where they 
met and started working together. They also studied at 
the University of Arts in Linz (space & design strate-
gies), the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna, and the Vi-
enna University of Technology (architecture). They set 
up their own studio in Vienna. They work in the fields 
of interior design, product design and architecture. 
They combine craftsmanship with conceptual and eco-
logical approaches. Most of their creations are original 
designs inspired by socio-cultural issues. They believe 
that objects can communicate beauty, simplicity and 
ethical values.

Philip Topolovac – visual artist, lives and works in 
Berlin. He studied at the Universität der Künste in Ber-
lin. He is the laureate of awards, including: the UDK 
presidential award for masterclass graduates (2009), 
Stöhrerstiftung für freie Grafik (2006). Recently (in 
2013) he presented his works at the exhibitions: „Mod-
ely světa” with Ondřej Přibyl, in the Starter Gallery in 
Warsaw, as well as „Containment Units” at the NUN 
Gallery in Berlin, and numerous group exhibitions. 
Topolovac co-founded the projectspace TÄT in Berlin.

Magdalena Żołędź – b. 1989 in Opole. She graduated 
in Cultural Studies at the University of Opole – special-
izing in new media anthropology (BA) and art criticism 
at the University of Wrocław (supplementary studies). 
A graduate of the Postsecondary Photographic School 
Fotoedukacja in Katowice. She currently lives in Poznań 
and is studying photography at the University of Arts. 
Member of the Photographic Society of Opole. 
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